
About ProcessMAP RiskPoint

RiskPoint is an intuitive and 
real-time risk monitoring Solution 
developed by ProcessMAP that 
allows organizations to easily 
identify geo-locations prone to 
incidents, near misses, unsafe acts, 
behaviors, and other loss producing 
events or high risk activities. This 
capability helps organizations in 
aggregating large datasets into an 
easy-to-understand visualization of 
risk concentrations within a facility 
or location. Such micro-geo
visualization of risk not only plays an important role in identifying and controlling risks, but also 
acts as a defining catalyst for better risk communication to stakeholders.

Empowering Customers 
to  Identify and Control 
Risk Concentrations in 
the Facility

RiskPoint

ProcessMAP RiskPoint Features and Functionality
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ProcessMAP's RiskPoint allows organizations to monitor the risk performance of a facility or 
work area in real-time. The tool enables users to:

Map detailed facility floor plans to ProcessMAP modules and components.

Easily drop a pin on the precise location of an event or activity in a facility when reporting
incidents, near misses, unsafe acts or behaviors.



With this Solution, organizations can easily identify high-risk areas and take quick and
Proactive decisions to help ensure Corrective and Preventative Actions (CAPAs) are
implemented to reduce or eliminate potential Risk.

Step 1 - Map to Organization Component

User Interaction and Design

Organizations can select and digitally map facility floor plans to ProcessMAP modules and 
components.

Users can easily drop a pin to indicate the location of incidents, near misses, unsafe acts and
behaviors, and other loss producing events or high risk activities.

Users can filter and display risk points based on calendar timeline and incident or activity 
type.

Users can easily monitor areas prone to potential incidents and the interaction of risks 
across activities and areas, helping to ensure Corrective and Preventative Actions (CAPAs) 
are implemented to reduce or eliminate the risk.

Users can export RiskPoint reports to PDF & other formats.
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Step 2: Map to Element

Step 3: Drop Pin based on Organization Component Layout
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Step 4: Drop Pin based on Elements

Step 5: Drop Pin to Google/Other Map
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Step 6: RiskPoint Report

About ProcessMAP Corporate Headquarters

ProcessMAP is the world’s leading provider of 
cloud-based platforms to customers in more than 
140  countries in the key areas of Health & Safety, 
Environment & Sustainability, Risk & Claims and
Compliance & Quality. The company is headquartered 
in Sunrise, Florida, with locations across the
globe. For more information, please visit
ProcessMAP.com.

13450 W. Sunrise Boulevard, Suite:
160 Sunrise, FL 33323, USA

T: +1.954.908.4000
www.processmap.com
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Get your
Free Demo

Sign Up


